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The BRIGHAM YOUNG UN IVERSITY CHILDREN 'S BOOK REVI EW is intended for those who are
interested i n learning about recent children ' s books, parti cul arly teachers and librarians
who select books for yo ung readers.
We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible . Each i s the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objectively, but the final test must be adminis t ered by
the individual reader. He hope our efforts will help give both adults and chi l dren that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclus ions .
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primari ly teachers and l ibrarians who represent al l levels of education from the primary grades through college.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate grade level of the intended reader is identified i n the left ma rgin .
the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal t o a wide range of readers ,
no upper li mit is i ndicated . Many books, i ncluding some picture books, find a favorabl e
reader response far beyond t he reading l evel indicated by the vocabulary , treatmen t of
subject, or format.

~hen

RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a rati no is located immediate ly under the grade level to the left of each review. The expl anati on of the
:-ati ngs are :

*

Exceptional ouality or merit. The asterisk i s used sparingly and on ly i n cases
where the book deserves speci al recognition.

A

Excellence. Books which receive a rating of A will add strength t o a library
and should find wide acceptance among young readers.

B

Recommended fo r l ibraries whi ch need additional books in a specific subject area.
Generally books wi th a rating of B are dependable i f not outstanding.

C

Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcominqs.
purchased onl y after careful consideration.

NR

Shou ld be

Not recommended.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UN IVERSITY CHILDREN' S BOOK REVIEl.~ i s pr inted ni ne times annua lly ,
once each month from September through May. Subsc ript ion rates are $6 .00 per year . Pl ease
addres s all correspondence to :
Brigham Yo ung Uni vers i t y Chi l dren ' s Book Revi ew
Department of Elementary Educat ion
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602
The vi ews expressed i n this publication are personal op1n1 ons of the
rev iewe rs and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Sai nts or Brioham Young
Uni versity.
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Ames, Mildred. The llrutchtg
65831 . $8.95. 134p .

.'.iadnu-6.

Delacorte Press, 1980.

ISBN 0-440-01063-2.

LC 80-

Dance marathons held a false glamour and an elusive promise of riches during
the Depression. Ms. Ames has caught the feeling of hopelessness in the unemployed
and the dream of affluence winning the contest would bring.
7-10 families,
The characters are quite well developed, especially Sue Ellen, Mary, and their
mother . The father, and Harry, never become real . The story develops smoothly to
the climax which, the reader knows, is inevitable.--L .T .

B

Anni xter , Jane and Paul . The w-t ,\fol1.6-tell.
243614-6. LC 80-7978. $6 . 95 . 84p .

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980.

ISBN 0-15-

4-9

His father had been badly maimed by an attacking grizzly, so his only idea is
revenge. He trails the animal hoping to get close enough for a shot. Then, as he
bathes in a mountain pool , with his clothes and gun on the bank, the grizzly fi nds
him. There is a silent communication between the two, and the animal l eaves to
l i ve peacefully on its side of the mountain.--L .T.

Avi.

A Place Called Ugly.
141p.

A

A

4-8

Pantheon Books, 1981 .

$8.99.

It is difficult for some children to make adjustments when they are constantly
moving from one place to another . Owen was one of these . He hated going to new
schools and having to make new friends . Home to him was the small beach house where
he and his family had spent their summer vacations for the last ten years.
When the family leaves the island the day before Labor ~ay, Owen decides to
stay at the beach . He has learned that "his" house is to be demolished to make
room for a new hotel. He wants to save the house. The year-round residents are
happy about the new hotel because it means prosperity for them and t hey are afraid
Owen might be able to prevent the destruction of the house.
Th~ ;>roblems Owen encounters and his unusual way of solving them make. an interesting
story; however, a few adults may object to his solution. Good characterization and
suspense.--C.B.

Baer, Edith. A F:w¢-t ht -the N.i.gfLt.
$8.99. 208p.

A
5+

ISBN 0-394-94755-X. LC B0-23326.

Pantheon Books, 1980.

ISBN 0-394-94364-3 .

LC 79-27774.

Eva Bentheim is an adolescent girl growing up on the Eve of the Third Reich in
Thalstadt, Germany. Several Bentheim families and several generations live and work
upstairs and downstairs in Grandfather's buildin~which housed the family store J.
Bentheim Sons, facing Wieland Square. Eva's father's realm ~as the bookstore on the
second floor. For Eva, "Starting a new book was very much like meeting people for
the first time, and i f one liked them, coming back to be with them again and again .
The more different the people and their families were f rom one's own, the more fascinating they were to be with."
Eva often heard the adults talk about the end of the Republic, about their concern
for Election Day, for Reich president, but her mother said, "Politics i s not for
children," and sent her to bed .
A day comes when Anton, a boy at school, admits his father had to stand i n a dole
l ine, he's lost his job; and at a birthday party Anton can ' t eat cake and cream on
his empty stomach . Eva hears someone say, "It's the likes of you that puts him in
breadlines." Horst rai~ed his hand in a Heil Hitler i n class.
One spring morning Ann, the cook, is heard singing Heine's
There fell a frost in a night of spring
It fell on the tender young flowers blue,
They withered away and wilted ...
"On that day of snowy, glitter and sparkling skies, Hit ler had been appointed
chance 11 or of Germany."
It' s a fine book to go along with many other good hol ocaust books. These are the
still fairly normal day~when gradual changes in life and friends are being sensed, and
the world has not yet gone crazy.--E.W.

Branfield, John. The
S8.95. 158lJ.

Fox. ht t W.i.Jt el!..

Atheneum, 1980.

ISBN 0-689-50219-2 . LC 81- 10793.

Thomas Treloar is the ninety-year-old crafty fox suggested by the title who, in
the end, maintains his dignity and remains in his own Cornwall cottage on Penhollow
Fann. Fran comes in contact with Mr. and Mrs. Treloar thruher·mother, the District
Nurse. Demonstrating that special affinity which the young· have for the old, Fran
eventuall y makes tape recordings of Mr. Treloar's memori es of three generat ions of his
famil y at Penhollow.
The characterization of the Treloars is marvelous, and that of the mo ney-l oving,
grandfather-loathing family is archetypal. Fran's mother ' s operational ap proach to
geriatric life and death--'well, that's the way it i s--overwhelms Fran 's frequent
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1982
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B
7+

'why.' But then even the author is not prepared to admit that families might have
handled it better before do-gooder governments mucked up the system, which no doubt
accounts for the pagan ending.
One is disappointed that the Treloars are not permitted to speak in Cornwall
dialect while the District Nurse is permitted to use Middle English that is most
colorful. It is further frustrating that realism in literature in this century
seldom gets beyond scatology.-- T.K.H.

Christopher, John.
l48p.

B
5-7

2

F~tebal!.

Dutton, 1981.

ISBN 0-525-29738-3 . LC B0-22094 . $10.25.

Simon and his American cousin are enveloped by a fireball as they walk in a quiet
London suburb, and find themselves in a civilization similar to that of ancient Rome.
Simon becomes a slave, and a gladiator; Brad becomes the property of a wealthy
Christian. The boys are reunited, and become active in the spread of Christianity.
Although it is well-written, it lacks the appeal of Christopher's WIU.te. Mowt.ta-Ut
series. However, the end is left open so a sequel can be expected.--L.T.

Clime, Shirley. P.U.IU.u, S~gan4, Md O.thvr. ,\lag.ic.a.t Be-Utg-6: Tai.u oJtOm the. V.w U-Tell.e.t.
Thomas Y. Crowe 11 , 1981. ISBN 0-690-Q4064-4. LC 79-7839. S8. 79. 122p.

A4-7

In this collection of stories of magical creatures, each being is first defined
or explained. Then follows a tale about it. Last comes advice for the reader in
dealing with the creature.
I particularly enjoyed the advice of what to do if you think something fs
bewitching you. "Draw a picture of the one you be1i eve is the i 11 wisher. Write his
or her name across the face of it and throw it in the fire. As the likeness burns
to ashes, any evil charm will be destroyed." From spells of the Sea People , "Never
cut a loaf of bread by turning it upside down, or a ship might sink at sea . "
Some creatures are old favorites and others are less well known--like Spriggans.
They are a bit like Piskies wno are like small eives. They are skinny with wrinkled
skin; sloping shoulders; broomstick legs; flat, froglike feet. Their arms with huge
hands and six fingers hang down to their knees . Their heads are large and misshapen
with bulging brows, their eyes glowing like hot coals. It sounds like you would be
safer tangling with a hive of angry bees than with· a swarm of Spriggans. --E.W .

CoFien, Barbara. The Vemon Who Woui.d No.t V.ie..
1739. $11.95. Unpaged.

Al-3

ISBN 0-689-30917-l.

LC 82-

In this Russian folktale, Ivan Tsarevich must free his wife from the demon who
will not die. Ivan seems more brave than wise until he is torn to pieces by the demon
and then revived by the magic of his brothers-in-law. Finally he and his wife find
the secret of the demon's death, destroy him, and live happily ever after.
7he language has the vigorous rhythm and repetition so delightful in fol ktales.
Ivanov's illustrations are rich in detail. While the viewer's eye tends to get
lost in the black-and-white ones, the colored illustrations are compell ing because
hue highlights centers of interest.--L.H.

Drake, Elizabeth. The. LM.t ScoJt.e .
65908. $9.95. 183p .

NR
7+

Atheneum, 1982.

Four Winds Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07796-1.

LC 81-

The L~.t Scolt.e is a story of Tasha and Toby, fifteen-year-old students. Tasha•s
mother deserts her family for booze and men. Tasha' s father is a thief, gamb 1er, con
man, and permissive parent who brings home a different girlfrtend each night. Her
older brother tries to emulate his father's explottations and her younger brother
wants to become a thief and con man. All her girl friends think about is smoking
between classes, getting high or getting drunk. Tasha smokes, gets high, drinks,
curses, swears, shoplifts, steals from her father, friends, and others, loses her
v1rg1n1ty and starts to run away from home. Toby falls in love with Tasha. He
smokes, drinks, swears, runs away from home and lives with Tasha. Toby's uncaring
mother and her live-in boyfriend abuse, hate, beat, curse, pound and drive Toby
from home. A school counselor who tries to help is called jerk, an empathetic
principal a nerd, and teachers are tyrants. The school psychologist, Mrs. Russell,
is the only person in school who understands students like Tasha and Toby and she
tries to help them. She cannot help Toby with the abuse he receives at home, although
she gives hope, but even her trust is violated as Tasha and Toby burglarize her home
to get money to run awa~ A truck driver talks Toby into living with an older couple
in a rural area so Toby and Tasha decide to return the stolen money to Mrs. Russell
as their last score. They are going to change their lives. This is a look at life
through the eyes of permissive and abused teenagers. rt i s not a book to recommend
for public school libraries . --G.C.
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Dyer, T.A.

A

4-6

A Way o6 HL~
$7 .95. 154p.

Ow~.

7+

Summ~.

O~tago~

o6 Og.

5+

Delacorte Press, 1982.

ISBN 0-440-7404-5.

LC 81-

Viking Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-670-28168-9.

LC 81-2620.

Taking her story from the old legend of Tundergarth in Scotland, Godden makes
the reader fall in love with the Dragon of Og who is so gentle that he had never
learned a dragon can't shoot flames unless he is angry.
The villain in this story is the new lord of the land, Angus Og . He decides
the local dragon is eating too many cattle, and must be killed. It takes his lovely
and intelligent ·11ife Matilda (who had already befriended the dragon) to convince the
stubborn Scottish lord that there are times when it is best to give in and admit you
were wrong.
The story is witty and amusing; the illustrations by Paulus Baynes are beautifully
done, although the cover painting looks more like a Persian miniature than a
Scottish moor.--L .H.

Goodall, John S. 8e6o,t.e the Wa~~.:
65810. $9 .95 . Unpaged .

*

LC 81-350.

My husband complained that this story was slow-moving, and I guess it was, but I
liked it that way. It reminded me of mt own childhood summers, when the days really
did seem longer than they are now--and not just because of daylight saving time.
Five children of varying ages and relationships are thrown together for the summer
of 1922 in Kifissia, .Greece . They climb fig trees, get matching straw hats, form a
secret society, and do some growing up together. When they discover a family of
refugee orphans, they try to help them and still keep them a secret.
The characterization is the strong point of this book; the plot--or lack of one-is its weak point. All of the children come alive and make the reader care what
happens to them, but what does actually happen is a little vague. Or at least the
point of it is vague.
That didn't bother me much--! enjoyed the reminiscing and wasn't reading for
excitement--but I can't feature this book appealing to the TV generation. Still, a
voracious young reader or history buff might enjoy it as much as I did . --T .H.

Godden, Rumer . Tlte
S9 .95. 60p.

A
3+

ISBN 0-395-30443-1.

Shutok wants to become a great warrior but he knows that an injury to his back
and a crippled leg will make that dream impossible. Eventually Shutok is unable
to keep up with the family as they move from one area to another, and is left
alone to die during the winter. He and a slave girl from another tribe manage to
survive hunger, cold, and snow. Shutok learns to overcome sickness and superstitution
and he finds courage to become master of his own destiny. Dyer has written a
stirring story based on his own experience teaching on an Indian Reservation. The
characters and problems are realistically treated and witt help to develop greater
understanding of the Indian child.--C.B .

Fenton, Edward. The Re6ugee
12593. $10 . 95. 26lp.

B

Houghton Mifflin, 1981.

3

1908-1939.

Atheneum, 1981.

ISBN 0-689-50203-6 .

LC 81-

Goodall's many books have been delightful and have always received warm reviews
from this quarter. But his latest book is like a great , illuminating skyrocket.
8eSo-te the Wa11. was never intended for us to see, but as a present for Gooda 11 's wife.
It i s that strongly personal, intimate urgency that, for me, transforms and
transcends everything Goodall has done before. His work has always been evocative;
now i t is essential--the definitive view of the world we have lost. I have studied
this four t imes through in the last weeks , and each time has left me in awe of
Goodall's arti sti c power . --T . K.H.

Griego, Margot C. et at. To.~ Pa~ta. .liama: a.nd OtftVt. ,IJuM e..'tlf Rhlfme.~/S pa.nM it a.nd
Engti..~it.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1981. ISBN 0-03-056704-1. LC 81-4823. $9 .95.
Unpaged.

A
K-3

Thi s is a delightful bilingual text with the introduction and nursery rhymes
provided i n both Spanish and English . The nursery rhymes are authentic, havi ng come
from Mexico . They are short, easy to read, and easily memorized. Hand or body
movements are provided in both languages . The illustrations by Barbara Cooney are
excellent. They depict a wide variety of typical and ordinary dress ranging from the
southern part of Mexico in the state of Oaxaca to village life i n the north. The
i l lustrations are not only accurate but captivatingty beautiful , even to the hand-spun
chocolate beater (chocolateral ) ; an older daughter carrying her younger brother or
sister wrapped in a rebozo on her back; to the making of tortilla dough by hand on
a metate. The illustrat i ons capture the dignity of the megue plant with t he little
chickens i n the rhyme "Los Pollitos" and t he ordinary but picturesque corn crib whi ch
i llustrates the same poem . The do t ing grandmother or aunt hel ping a small girl wi t h
her stocking is heart warming and captures the value and love attached to t he elderly
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in the Mexican extended family. A beautiful full-page illustration for the poem
"La Luna" (The Moon ) could easily have been taken from a scene from the island
Janitzio in the middle of Lake Patzcuaro in southern Mexico. The illustrations
are warm and intimate. The nursery rhymes are enchanting. This book would be
highly recommended for prima~; grade bilingual classes and FLES classes . --R.H.B.
Hurmence, Belinda.
163p.
$9.95.

A~~

Catted

So~.

Clarion, 1982.

ISBN 0-395-31022-9.

LC 80-2B066.

A G~ti Called Bo~ is an interesting combination of fantasy and historical
fiction. Blanche Overtha Yancey is called Boy because of her initials. While she is
on a family outing the talk is about the family ancestors who were slaves. Boy
A
is sure no one could have made a slave of her. Later in the afternoon she gets lost
All
her family. She finds a remote cabin and is captured by two men who take her for
Ages afrom
runaway slave. She finds herself back in 1850.
The author did research using oral histories and plantation records to produce
a story that has the ring of authenticity. The readers find themselves feeling that
they are participating in the days of slavery, and in the struggle to escape
bondage.
A refreshing story about an historical period that is seldom the subject of
historical fiction.--C.B.
Irwin, Hadley. SlUng .to a Sod and Se.paJLa.te..
123!).

B
5-9

S7.95

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1981.

ISBN 0-395-31606-5.

After her grandmother became ill, Sara Bradford came to live with her father
whom she had not seen since her mother had died four years before. Richard Bradford
lived in an old barn in New Hampshire with an extended family . Sara has to get
reacquainted with her father and get to know the other individuals in the household,
and adjust to a new school.
The Re 0-<.ne~~.' .~ Fbt.e is aptly named. Everyone grows and matures as t hey encounter
their individual refiner's fire . Kingman vividly presents the different members of
this strange household, and the readers will empathize and grow in understanding as
they read about Sara and her new l ife with father . --C . B.

Konigsburg, E.L. Jowr.ne~ To
10829. S9. 95. 138p.

A
6+

ISBN 0-689-50156-0.

Another divorce case history with some teenage developmental years thrown i n.
Shades of Judy Blume? Actually, no . Katie Warner is a sensitive, intelligent
product of our flippant age and shares her bravado with her fr.iend, Marti (who
wishesherparents would divorce for the 'sake of the child').
A tennis match, a night of discovery with tequila (in female company only), and
triumphant but disillusioning enrollment in high school accompany Katie's reluctant
progress toward acceptance of her parents' decision to live apart.
Because it is written in first person and also relatively short (123 pages ) , this
story will have appeal for many . relactant readers.--J.F.

Kingman, Lee. The. Re.S-ineJr.'~ F.Ut.e.
LC 81-6313. S8.95. 218p.

A
4+

Atheneum, 1980.

An 800 :VwrrbeJr..

Atheneum, 1982.

ISBN 0-689-30901-5.

LC 81-

In JouJtne~ to an 800 .VwnbeJr. E. L. Konigsburg has done it again, written a warm,
funny, entertaining book--and not just like any of her others .
Maximillian (Bo) Stubbs has gone to stay with his father, Woody Stubbs, who
has a camel named Ahmed he takes around to fairs, conventions, carnivals for rides,
while his mother is off on her honeymoon with her new husband . She divorced Max's
father because of the camel. Max and his mother have been at Fortnum near Philadelphia, the just right school , trying to be first class. At first he acts very
condescending toward his father and his camper, toward his father's friends, even
toward the camel.
He meets Lilly, who thinks freaks are the only ones •11ho aren ' t pretending all
the time, and her mother Sabrina . They have learned to crash conventions and get a
first class vacation for nothing. One time they are travel agents, another Southern
Baptists, another Lambda Gammas, another Rotarians. He meets Mama Rosita, who has
a t aco stand at the fair . She and her family take care of his father when he's ill,
and even Ahmed and the rides, bringing the money back to Woody . He meets Ruthie
Britten, a librarian in winter and a ranch hand in summer, whom his father moves
i n with while they are at the ranch . He meets Trina Rose, a famous singer, who knew
his mother even back before his mother and father were married.
During the winter Sabrina is an 800 number who takes orders for mail order
catalogues . She calls it t he most anonymous job in the world. Max hopes he hasn't
seen the last of Lilly. His father with whom he has now found a new bond, to whom
he no longer feels he must pretend, wouidn't be at all surprised if Lilly got i n
touch with Max.--E.W.
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Krensky, Stephen. The
$10.95. 160p.

A

4-8

W~~t

Ptot.

Atheneum, 1982.

5

ISBN 0-689-30927-9 . LC 82-1828 .

The madcap adventures among the cast provide a delightful counterpoint for the
actions taking place on the stage of the Button Guinnet ninth grade production of
"A MidSummer Night's Dream." Simply state<!, the The W.ildll!l Ptot is about a lot of
people, all of them trying to get somewhere they aren't. And there the simplicity
ends.
Charlie Wilder, shy and retiring , is probably the only member of the ninth grade
class who doesn't want any ·part in the play,so naturally, tn this topsy-turvy romp ,
he is given the 1ead ro 1e. Dirk 0' Donnell , who for po 1i ti ca 1 purposes wou 1d 1ave
to play the lead, is cast as the buffoon. There are so many plots and sub-plots the
reader almost needs a program to keep track of the players.
An eight-year old gifted reader who previewed this for the reviewer "loved it"
as did the reviewer. The writing is ~lever, the characterizations are vivid and
the total effect is delightful.--A.M .M.

Lapper, Ivan and John Flynn. Small Wo~ o6 Ancient G~eek6.
ISBN 0-531-03456-9 . LC 81-82162. $7 . 40. 32p.

c

K-3

The book about the Greeks in the Small World Series is a brief introduction to
crops, city-state development, recreation, religion, philosophy, trade , systems of
government and history. A lot of information is given in a very few words starting
with the development of Greek city-states and ending with the Greek loss of power to
the Romans.
The illustrations are a confusing mixture of reproductions from Greek vases and
full-color realistic drawings . Unfortunately the art does little to accurately clarify
the Greek world. The perspective in the picture of the agora and adjacent acropolis
makes the city state of Athens look much larger than it actually is. The pictures of
the olympic games show partici pants who are thin chestec and sick l ooking--not likely
looking candidates for any gold medals. The robes of the philosophers are all white,
their faces pale, and their features rounded with noticeably protruding eyes (p. 16).
In contrast the Greek citizens shown a few pages later (p. 20) have colorful robes,
tanned faces, straight noses and non protruding eyes. It makes the reader wonder that
the Gre~k philosophers were so different from the ordinary citizen in their
appearance and dress .
In the history mentioned, some famous battles with the Persians are described,
but the authors note that the heretofore unmentioned Romans grew stronger as the
Greeks grew weaker. The young reader might well be asking who these Romans are and
from whet·e did they enter the picture.
Too much is covered 1~ith too little detail, and the illustrations are i naccurate
and/or confus i ng.--L .H .

Larrick, Nancy. BJUng Me AU Vou.Jt DJteCW6.,
$7 .95. 128p.

A
4+

Franklin Watts, Inc., 1982.

Evans and Company, 1980..

ISBN D-87131- 313-8.

BJUng Me AU Vou.Jt D~e.am6 is a l ovely collection of poetry to be enjoyed by young
and older readers .. Some of it is very fi ne poetry; all of it is accessible . In the
~re~ace Nancy L~rr1c~ speaks of her dreams in her childhood, "This fabricating of
1nc1d~nts and.s~tuat1ons, this selecting of relationships we would cherish, this
focus1ng of v1s1on was our way of determining what dreams we would like to have
unfo 1d as rea 1i ty. "
She includes several of Langston Hughes dream poems all the way through opening
with "Dream Keeper" and ciosing with "Dreams." I really like a couple of short poems·
. "The Snails' Dream".
''Postscript"
·
Since he weighs nothing
A sna1l, who had a way, 1t seems
Of dreaming very curious dreams,
Even the shortest drea~r
Once dreamed he was--you'll never guess-Can fly without wings.
The Lightning Limited Express!
W.H. Auder
Oliver Herford

and a favorite line comes from John Ciardi's "Arvin Marvin Lill isbee Fi tch. "
"It1 was oore fun when I dreamed high! "
Small children could enjoy some of them read to them. From 9-10 up to all ages
would enJOY them. There are well chosen photographs placed wi th some poems. --E.W .
Lawson, Don. Tlte Wair. i.rt
57.-lO. 83p.

V-ietnam.

Franklin \olatts , 1981.

ISBN 0-531-04331-2.

LC 81-3064.

Tlte Wall -i.n V-ietnam is an exce 11ent book about the events 1eadi ng to the Vietnam
War, t he war itself , and what happened in Indochina after the Americans withdrew
from Vietnam. The report of events leading to American involvement in Vietnam i ncludes presidents Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy. The gradual involvement of t he
A
American military in the Vietnam war is explained in an obj ective but not always
5+
fla tteri ng manner. The impact of the war upon the people of Vietnam and the United
States i s portrayed in a frightening way.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1982
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The explanation of American expansion of the war in Cambodia and Laos, and the
American withdrawal from Vietnam is followed by a description of Vietnamese Communist
expansion into Cambodia and Laos, and the f1eeing boat people . The author
concludes, "The Vietnamese were bogged down in Cambodia in a seemingly endless
guerrilla war just as first the French and then the Americans had been bogged down
in Vietnam."
Much of the information in this book is absent from history books. It is written
so readers of all abilities can read it. It has a good, logical organization and
pictures to add variety. It not only helps readers understand the longest war in
United States history, but .i t helps to understand the events that caused many
Asians to flee to the United States.--G.C.
Lengyel, Emil.
64p .

I~.

Franklin Watts, 1981 .

MacKellar, William. Kenn~r a.n.d
07811-7 . S6.95. 185p.

4-8

t!te IM..gh.la.nd Glto.s.t.

Dodd, Mead, 1980.

B

Ardath . Rune~ o6 the !;pte.
510.95. 215p.

B

ISBN 0-395-32082-8.

I may be as unable now as I would have been as a kid to tel l why I find the
pictures in Puniddte.s so amusing, but I think it may have something to do with the
ways they are posed and co~osed to fulfill their "riddle-culous" purposes. The
pictures and not the puns make the book . After all, few of the puns are reall y cl ever,
and no pun, no matter how clever, is as funny the second ti me. A picture of a pig
plus a picture of someone's bare back equals--well , it's obvious--"piggyback." But
the best thing about it is the way the pig looks up at you as if to say, "I'm a piggy,
not a pig." Pigs look straight ahead, or down, or at other pigs. Piggies look up
at you .
The drawings are very simple, even blatant, but there i s a great humor in t hem.
The pictures are l ike someone who stares you in t he face until you l augh . There's a
finger for "fingernails" and it's as simple as that, a t oe busy making itself
obvious for "towtrucks," a cook for "cookies" ("cook-keys ") so emphatically
demonstrating her occupation that you start thinking that if you don't hurry up and
get the joke so she can turn back to the stove, something 's going to burn. If kids
had coffee tables, that's where Puniddte.s would belong.--E.R.

r~ayhar,

5-8

ISBN 0-396-

Kenny's father, who worked for a fast food chain in the U.S . , has been sent by
Mr. Budlong, his boss, to the Scottish Highlands to operate a recently acquired·
toffee company. The family will live in Strathullen Castle where Mary Queen of
Scots once spent a night. On first arri ving Kenny thinks he sees a "small white face
with dark eyes regarding him from a narrow window j ust above the great door of the
castle." Later he meets this face : it's Duncan MacOhu, Earl of Strathull en ( 15201568). He has been cursed by a MacSpurtle to always l i ve in this castle because he loved
it so much he wouldn't risk it to help his Queen. The curse i s lifted and the
little ghost finds rest as a result of Mr. Budlong's visits to Scotland to promote
his toffee. Mr . Budlong, it is discovered, is a descendant of the original MacSpurtle
and is an heir to the family's authority. Delightful episodes l ead to a sati sfyi ng
conclusion . In the process, Kenny gains recognition as a professional toffee taster.
Everyone wins.--E.W .

McMillan, Bruce and Brett. Puniddte.s • Houghton Mifflin Company, 1982.
LC 81-20130. $7 .95 . 31p.

2-6

S7.90

The revised edition of r~ is an abbreviated explanation of the geography,
history, customs and culture of Iran. The colorful jacket is the brightest part of
the book. The revised sections explaining events in Iran during the past decade are
interesting, informative and lively , but the remainder of the book is as dry as
Iran's Oasht-i-Kauir Desert. There are difficult words throughout the boo k, inconsistent paragraphs, and black and white pictures that often do not relate to the written
word. Although students should have materials on Iran and the Middle East avai l able
for study, an encyclopedia would probably be better written and more informative.--G.C.

C
3-6

:) +

ISBN 0-531-02242-0 . LC 78-18857.

Atheneum, 1982.

ISBN 0-689-30932-5. LC 82-1730.

Run~ o 5 .tlte LyJte is a fantasy dramatizing the eterna 1 confl ict between evil
and good. Maybar skillfully i nterweaves the existence of several overlapping worlds
and peoples. The guardians of truth and good are the chil dren of Asyi cal led Hasyi h.
The evil forces are children of Asyi who have become corrupted by their desire for
power.
The key to bringing everyone together for the battle is a magical lyre which
appears first to a nameless girl who becomes Yinri, the queen of the Hasyih. Next,
it appears to Arbold the •,o~arrior who had long ago saved the girl in a battle. And
finally, i t appears to Oramphis, the ordinary human who loved to dabble in evil and
who wakes t he power-hungry children of Asy i from thei r long sleep .
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~aybar ' s skill as a writer does not compensate for the pre-destined feeling of
the entire story . The power of the lyre wakes both the good and evil forces, tells
Yinri who she is to marry, quells the mobs, and finally wins the battle by providing
the strength to raise a protective shield above the city where everyone has gathered
for protection. At the beginning of the tale; the reader is anticipating real
excitement . Too soon, the end is predi ctable and the story slightly boring . --L.H.

Milcsik, Margie.
122p.

B

6-9

Cupid

Comput~.

Atheneum, 1981.

4-7

Atheneum, 1982.

Wo~

oo Kukun~.

Dutton, 1981.

A

ISBN 0-689-30887-6 .

ISBN 0-525-43380-5 . LC 80-24713.

Daniel Pinkwater writes amusing stories about loony characters--in this case
twenty foot long, half-ton, talking earthworms .
One of the f unniest sequences is when Gordon Willikers (who is a crazy explorer)
explains how the mysterious and gigantic talking earthworms of Kukumlima (a volcanic
crater in Africa) would have driven him insane if he weren't already a lunatic and
his only fear is that he might suddenly go sane and not be able to stand the crazy
life he leads as a slave to the worms .
The constant ·wackiness of the characters and events wears a little thin i n a
whole book, but the plot moves along at a pace rapid enough to keep the reader
interested, there are some genuinely funny moments in the book . --L.H.

Ravielli , Anthony . What ~e S.tAeet Game6? Atheneum, 1981 .
22657 . S9.95. Unpaged .

2-6

$8 .95

It is the young king of Serbia whose life is threatened during a visit to
London . His life is saved on this occasion by young Andrew Tillet and his friend
inspector Wyatt CID , but only i ncidentally . They are really trying to find S~ra
Wiggi ns and her friend Mar ia, the daughter of the First Secretary of the Serb1an
Embassy .
.
This book can best be described as a gallop . From the outset , the reader 1s
swept breathlessly along in an illusion--a bespangled world •that reveals Joan Aiken's
rollicks with history . The author's turgid, exciting style is one of the most
refreshing to be encountered in a long time.--T.K .H.

Pinkwater , Daniel. The
$10.25. 152p.

B

LC 81-2045.

Poor Toni Moretti-- " . . Only twelve and already . . • (she's) experienced the pits of
human emotion , the depths of darkest despair." Only a week before, it was announced
that for the Junior High Valentine's Day dance, couples would be picked by a computer.
Toni and her friends were delighted . None of them had dated and this appeared to be
the chance they needed to get started. Toni had quite a crush on Kevin, the seventh
grade class president and she was determined that their questionnaires would match.
After consulting astrology and praying to St . Anthony, she felt quite sure that nothing
could go wrong. Well, something did. As often happens, though, her "dream date"
turned out to be not nearly so interesting as her "bitter disappointment . " Predictable,
and not particularly memorable, but middle grade girls will probably enjoy the light
hearted story and identify with the pangs and uncertainty experienced by the girls
anticipating their first dates.--A.M .M.

Newman, Robert. The Ca.6e o6 the Tlvr.ea.tened K..i.ng.
LC 81-10802. $10.95. 212p.

A
4-8

ISBN 0-689-30855-8 .

ISBN 0-689-30838-8 .

LC 80-

Children everywhere play games . Many seem to be created on the spot . But this
book tells how many familiar games originated as well as describing variations on the
basic themes. The author includes a painting by Peter Bruegel from !560 which shows
over eighty-four separate street games, many of which are played today. Since most
games involve choosing sides or picking someone to be "it," the book begins by
illustrating and describing different ways this can be accompl i shed . Once teams are
chosen, or ''it" is pickee, the game is played. It generally falls into one of two
categories : games that require objects for play to begin and games that need only
the human body . The author provi ded common examples and illustrations for both
types of games . The book provides a good overview of games children may be familiar
with and will introduce them to some new variations.-- K.S.

Sallis , Susan. Orti.v
250p.

Love.

Harper & Row, 1980 .

ISBN 0-06-025175-1.

LC 79-2686 .

$8.79.

Frances, a teenage girl with no sensation below her waist, is confined to a
She is placed in a small institution, previously a mansion of the benefactor,
with other physically disabled individuals. Frances' presence seems to bring new life
to the home. She deci des upon arrival that the place is too dull and begins t o liven
things up by stealing Granny Gorman ' s teeth. But one person, Hawkins, is less than
impressed. He has just lost both legs in a motorcycle accident and refuses to participate in hi s own recuperation. Frances i s the key to bringing him out of his room. She
thinks it is all great fun until she realizes he is in love with her and she has fallen
in love with him. The one problem is that only she and the doctor know she is dying.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1982
•,o~heelchair.
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The story is vividly written and is especially strong in its ability to present
physically handicapped people with real emotions. They come across as people--not
handicapped people. A caution for some readers and uses: the descriptions of
Frances' physical condition and emotions are at times very explicit.--K.S.

Shannat, Marjorie Weinman. Na.:te. tile. G~te.a.:t Md the. .\k.o~.i.ng Key.
1981. ISBN 0-698-30726-7. LC 80-13952. $6.99. 48p.

A4+

Easy-to-read books don't usually go over very big with me, but I like Na.:te the
the delightful young detective who isn't afraid of anything except Annie 's dog
Fang. I had a good time following him in his search for a shiny key, prompted by
Rosamond's riddle poem: "A round place/A~· and safe place/where things are shiny."
I was just as pleased as he was to discover 1t was not with other silver things in the
knife , fork, spoon drawer, but on the collar around Fang's neck with his li cense, his
silver dog dish, and his silver bone.
The story ends at Annie's party with Nate the Great hoping it would be a short
party because he was seated next to Fang . --E .W.

C.O.L.A.R.

J.B. Lippincott, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07625-6 .

ISBN 0-397-31937-1.

LC 80-8723.

S8.79 .

What happens if robots are programmed to be young boys and girls who have emotions
while they do all the menial mundane tasks for people? Well, naturally they hate their
lives of servitude and escape to a planet of their own where they can spend their time
playing and hating the humans who were their masters .
What happens when a family of humans whose robot is treated like a member of t he
family crash lands on their planet? If you want to know the answer to that question
read Alfred Slate's imaginative tale of robots who have created their own colony called
C.O .L.A.R. (You'll also find out what these initials stand for.)
It's a unique look at human beings through the eyes of robots (who think like
human beings ). and the one boy in the story who treats his robot brother as an equal . --L.H .

Smith, Al i son. Hdpl The.te'~ a. Ca.t
LC 80-25522. 510 . 25. 152p.

A
4-6

Four 1,o/i nds Press, 1979.

Gloria Skurznski has researched the Pied Piper story of 1284 and theorized how that
historical event might have happened. The plague of the rats is removed through the
sheer thought and cleverness of Gast the piper . A great deal is made of how the
leading townspeople's greed and failing to keep their bargains is responsible for
losing their children to a professional kidnapper, who probably sold them t o slavers.
Geist, the orphan boy in the bakery, tells of his admiration for Gast. He also
tells of putting ergot, the fungus on rye grain (of which LSD is a derivative ) , in buns
given to the children. Geist's point of view, his dil emma of whether or not to hel p
Gast, and his desire for freedom all add to the power of the book . --E.W.

Slate, Alfred.
146p.

A4-8

Coward, McCann & Geoghegan,

G1t.e~

Skurznski, Glori a. Wha.:t Ha.ppen.ed -Ut Hamelin..
$7.95. 177p.

A
4+
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Wa.t.h.i.rtg

.<.n

H~el

Dutton, 1981.

ISBN 0-525-31630-2.

Henry Walker had no particular yen to do hou!ework but he figured anything would
be better than a prolonged visit from Aunt Wilhemina . His mother had announced that
the condition of the family finances made it imperative that t hey either sell their
big, well-loved old house or she get a job . He was impressed with the seriousness of
their problem, but when she suggested they have Aunt Wilhemina come to take over
household responsibilities, the situation took on all aspects of a real emergency . He
would have offered to do anything to prevent that. So it was that he became chief
cook, houseboy and handy kid. Unfortunately, he got very little cooperation from his
younger brother and sister, Joe and Annie, both of whom l iked being a bit spoiled by
Aunt Wilhemina.
Henry had some pretty rough experiences, not the l east of which was putting up
with a huge , stray, black cat which Annie insisted on adopting. Henry hated cats!
But Henry was spunky and persistent and he managed. Along :he way he learned a great
deal about growing up and the importance of considering the needs and feelings of
others.
An amusing, upbeat family story ably illustrated by AmY Rowen. The picture of
Henry sewing Annie into the pea suit he had to design fo r her at the last minute is
especially delightful .-- A.M .M.

Steneman, Shep. Ga-tS.<.eid: The Compte.te Ca.:t Book.
LC 81-50246. $6.99. 89p.

Random House, 1981.

ISBN 0-394-94893-9.

If you expect this to be a collection of Garfie l d cartoons, you will be disappointed.
I did and was . If, however, you are looking for information on cats, thi s (t>i.il. be
informative, and funny besides . The Compicte. C~t Book offers practical advice on
3-6 selection, care, and feeding of cats, facts on everything else from cats in mythology
to cats in cat shows. Interspersed with brief spots of text are lots of photos and
Garfield comics, which should encourage young readers . Even older readers will be
entertained and maybe even educated. I learned, for i nstance, that our bl ack-and-whi t e
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol3/iss3/1
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cat is a tortoise-shell and that one of our black cats is
thought I knew cats . --T .H.
Stevenson, Robert Louis. ~pped.
LC 82-5562. $17.95 . 290p .

*

9+

a!mo~z

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913.

rare!

ISBN 0-684-17634-3 .

Occasionally a book of ravishing beauty comes along . Kidnapped is such a book.
It has impeccable proportions; a fine, cream-colored, opaque, permanent paper; and
a pleasing page l ayout that has the luxury of spaciousness. But even more beautiful
i s the typography. The book is set in Linotype Scotch No. 1, descended from the Scotch
Modern cut by the Wilson foundry at Glasgow, which in t urn had been influenced by
Oidot. Here one sees a well-shaped, classical Roman face ampl y l eaded, which more than
compensates for the wide word spacing. The pages invite reading and permit the reader
to savour the story; the typography does not impede the reader nor rush him along . And
while the typography alone would accord the highest commendation, there are the
i 11 ustrations!
While most of us are familar with later 9enerations of Wyeths, this is the first
time I have examined the work of N.C. Wyeth (1882-1942). I don't know if Wyeth ever
went t o Scotland, but he has captured the colors of Scotland; the sky and the hills
in particular bid the heart remember as surely as does Stevenson's text. Wyeth chose
to do all of the artwork · for this book in mid-value colors, which are those that
reproduce best in modern color printing. The color separation and screen is impeccable.
Some will wonder why this review is so technical. Any publisher who will take
high risks to produce a beautiful book needs to know t hat we understand and appreciate
his efforts .
This is the first time I had read Kidnapped. I loved the story. We fought over
the book at home, so captivating was the reading. All bi~liophiles should own this
book--to cheri sh, admire, and read . --T .K.H.

Stevenson, Robert Louis . T~ea6~e 14land. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1981.
17160-0 . LC 81-8788. $17. 95. 273p.

*

9+

7+

ISBN 0-684-

Everyone has read T~ea4~e !4iand and some may even remember the details of
Jim Hawkins' and Long John Silver's adventure. The most pleasant thing is that the
story lo-s es nothing in rereading.
I went through all the various editions in the universitY . library and found that
N.C. Wyeth artwork is by far the best. And certainly t he reproducti on of those
marvelous paintings is far superior in the new edHion to the old. I think my
favorite painting, for strength and coloration, is 'Captain Bones routes Black Dog.'
Everytime I look at it I can almost hear the wood splintering as Billy Bones' sword
intercepts the inn sign. There is such a variety of moods, techniques, and colors in
the plates of this book that it becomes a treasure in its own right.-- T. I~.H .

Sweeney, James B. T~e Spy
3386. $7.90. 87p .

NR

And I

SZo~~.

Franklin Watts, 1981.

ISBN 0-531-04339-8.

LC 81-

For a subject that has all the natural attraction imaginable, Sweeney has done
the nearly impossible: he has killed it about as dead as it can be kill ed. Early in
the book, this is what you get:
. .. The vessel ...,as tied to a dock. So far, the Nazi harl:lor master had
refused the captain permissi on to put to sea. This probably meant that the
Gestapo, those dreaded German secret police, were suspici ous of both Captain
W
uster and his ship ...
The first mate was an Annapolis Academy graduate. He was no t used to
playing the part of secret agent. "If you had let me hi de those pi eces of
microfilm in a better place, I 'd feel safer."
. .. the captain grunted. " ... They can't even be sure what they're looki ng
fo r . "
"But we know. That's what makes me nervous. If the Gestapo fi nd those
photographsof their l atest submarines, they '11 torture us to death."
"Aye, lad," the captai n said i n a soothing voi ce. "But the entire film
is now i n only four tiny pieces."
"Amazing," Harry Langer (the mate) agreed. "The Bri tish agents here in
Bremerhaven did some job of reducing those pictures. Each piece of film is now
less than a quarter the size of a postage stamp. "
Unfortunately it took me twenty pages to decide just~ it was so offensive: it 's
because it's l ike watching a TV show ...,here the script is abysma l and the acting worse.
If the qual ity of the writing weren't enough, there' s also an underlying current
of American propaganda (too often mislabeled 'patriotism' ) that is , to me , t horough ly
detestable; t he Enemy is always raucous, crude , barbaric, and stupid, 'l'lhi le t he
Americans and t heir allies are always soft-spoken, ki ndl y , noble, and brilliant . Thus ,
without realizing it, Sweeney has made a Communist figure of hims el f --for t hi s ki nd of
transparent propaganda, by Sweeney's own standards, could only be perpetrat ed by the
Enemy!
This stuff may foo l adult editors, but it won't fool kids. Besides, t hey can get
the same thrill from watching TV, and with a lo t less effort.--T .H .
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Taylor, L.B., Jr. Tlte. New fU.gh.t.
LC 81-10507. $7.90. 88p.

A
7+
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Unb~~e.n.

Dial Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-8037-4748-9.

LC 81-

In this sequel to the Newbury Award-winning Role o6 Tltun.deJL, He.aJt .tly cw. Stacey,
Cassie, Christopher, Little Man and their parents continue to face the problems of
keeping their land during depression times of low cotton prices and government
restrictions on how much land can be cultivated. The reader is reminded over and over
of both the ugliness of man when he tries to demean others and the beauty of those
who never abandon their fight to give and receive respect.
Taylor vividly tells how the family circle is broken for too long a time when
fourteen-year-old Stacey and his friP.nd Moe run away to work in the cane fields to earn
money to pay the taxes. He 1ped by M'l-. Jami son, a 1awyer, the Logan family finally
locates the boys in a jail where they landed after having run away from a slavelike wOrking situation in the cane fields. The sheriff returns them to their families.
Taylor makes the Logan family and their community come alive, and she shows the
ability to make her characters grow and change. Though I'm happy at Stacey's return
at book's end, I'm still worried about the taxes to be paid on the land. I feel as
if there are more questions to be resolved. Perhaps Taylor plans a sequel to the
sequel .--L.H.

Westall, Robert .

B
1012

ISBN 0-531-04337-1.

"We be 1i eve that the standards of Christi an mora 1i ty, the sanctity of our families,
the innocence of our young, and the very fiber of the Republic are crumbling under the
onslaught of this powerful attack launched by the 'rulers of darkness of this world,'
and insidiously sustained under the ever more 1iberal ethic." ( p. 15) This is one
of the many quotes in this book describing the history, development, organization,
goals, tactics and successes of the Christian Right as a new force in American
politics .
·
"It is simply incredible that any Christian, knowing the sacrifices that have
handed down the privilege of public participation in the election process, would be
too 1azy and indifferent to exercise the pri vi 1ege by going to the po 11 s to vote."
(p. 19) What should these Christians vote for? What are the major issues of the
Christian Right? Morality-related topics are discussed, like abortion, pornography,
permissive sexuality, sex education in schools, homosexuality, drugs and alcohol, the
Equal Rights Amendment, prayer in schools, tax exempt status of Christian schools.
Other topics are also presented, such as secular humanism, Communism, national
defense, SALT II, the free enterprise system, a balanced national budget, welfare, and
support of Israel. These issues are described, the leaders of the movement quoted, and
their tactics identified. Who supports this group? Senator Hatch is quoted : "I am
more excited now than· ever about your 9reat work and the impressive potential impact
of Christian Voice upon the nation." (p. 58) Not all Christian leaders agree with
.
the goals and tactics of the Christian Rights. "Behind the Moral Majority's
principles lurks the whip hand of a coercive government. To be 'pro-family' is to
crush the women's movement, manipulate education, and censor the media; to be 'proAmerican' is to suppress dissent against the favored policies of business and the
military." (p. 67-68)
Like this review, the book consists of long quotes by the leaders and opponents
of the New Right. The book presents the material in a reasonably objective manner.
The main weakness of the book is trying to determine the political successes of the
New Right and project into the future. On these issues the author is cautious and
vague. It }s written more for high school students, and advanced Jr. High students.
Anfnformative book about an important national issue.--G.C.

Taylor, Mildred . Let the. ~cte. Be.
6584. $11.95. 394p.

A

Franklin Watts, Inc., 1981.

10

Fathom

F~ ve..

Puffin, 1982.

ISBN 0-14-03-1353-2.

510.75.

249p.

This is an amusing and well-written book but not a terribly good one. The title,
for one thing, is misleading. Ariel's song, from which the title is taken, is
designed to stimulat e introspection and personal change, but the leading character,
Chas, neither looks into himself nor changes. Instead, he either sulks or blunders-which led me to come up with numerous new titles for the book, the most fitting of
which is, in the Sayers tradition, The. Lud-<.CJWu.o Ta.te. o6 the. Spy Who We-t H.<moe.£.6-ludicrous because Chas is surely the most inept, bungling spy-chaser in all literature.
Inspector Clouseau is suave by comparison. In this book Chas and his friend Cern find
a radio-signaling device which they believe is used to notify Nazi U-boats when
important ships are coming into the harbour at Garmouth. In the best E. Nesbitt
style, our non-heroes shun all responsible adults, nearly get themselves killed on
numerous occasions, and daily do inordinately stupid things.
The language, for another thing, is abrasive, especially if you understand
British English. I did not grow up in Tyneside and cannot be certain, but the
language seems more to pander to the youth of the 1980s than to portray the youth
of the 1940s .
If Chas's father is so fine and the only thing that has not undergone a 'seachange,' then why doesn't Chas confide in him? As it is, theilnly interchange
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between the two is the ranting on class-consciousness and political awareness-which we are forced to wade through because this is what the denouement turns
upon . At this point we find Chas moralising about whether he should identify the
spy in the group of captured German seamen, and finally deciding that the spy's
wondering for the rest of the war whether Chas is going to blab will be punishment
enough. This is what bothers me. If Chas had sought a responsible adult from the
outset, Nellie would still be alive and so would hundreds of seamen, and Chas would
not have lost his girlfriend. Is it the spy who has killed all these people, or
is it Chas's egocentric heroics? Indeed, the opportunity was here for a
deep-wrought change 'into something rich and strange,' but it was missed.--T.K.H.

Yolen, Jane. The. Bey Who Spolz.e. Clt.Unp.
LC 79-27259 . $4 . 99. 117p.

A
3-6

Alfred A. Knopf, 1981.

ISBN 0-394-94467.

Kriss Pelleser is a bookish boyl<ohose family has recently moved from Brooklyn
to take advantage of a California building boom following a gigantic earthquake
three years previous .. Kriss' father thinks the boy is a "walking disaster" at
camping.
To prove himself, Kriss decides to go camping alone without his parents'
permission. They think he is visiting his grandmother. As he hitchhikes a ride
with a man carrying trained chimps, another huge earthquake hits. The driver is
killed and Kriss is left to survive in the woods with the two chimes who are
supposed to know a primitive sign language.
·
Kriss survives the woods, desperate refugees , and even saves the life of an
old woodsman. Eventually, he leaves the chimps to survive in the woods and gets
the old man back to medical help. He has learned that he can do it, and no longer
minds when the helicopter pilots laugh at his bookish way of talking.
Yolen's characters are well developed. The plot is exciting if one can
accept the idea of two major earthquakes in three years. The easy vocabulary
should make the story accessible to middle grade readers.--L.H.

'/olen, Jane.
243p.

S
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Delacorte Press, 1982.

!hagon' ~ stood.

ISBN 0-440-02087-5. $11.95

Yolen has created a whole galaxy,placing her story on one of its planets,
Austar IV. The hero is Jakkin Stewart, an orphan whose dragon trainer father
had been killed by a wild dragon and whose mother had sold her son and herself
into bondage to obtain food and shelter and then died of unhappiness. Jakkin plans
to steal a dragon egg, train a fighting dragon and buy its freedom.
Hurt in an accident with a mature dragon, Jakkin is too late to steal an egg,
but sneaks in and steals an unlisted hatchling with whom he develops almost
immediate extrasensory communication. With the help of the mysterious and independent girl named Akki, he raises the dragon out in the desert sands and trains
it to fight. Akki finds transportation to the first fight for him and after
winning the fight with a tricky tail flip manuever, Jakkin discovers that his
master, Sarkkhan, knew all along that he was training the dragon and wanted to see
how well he would do. He also finds that Sarkkhan is the father of his friend
Akki who has left for an indeterminate period at the end of the story .
O~ta.gcn' ~ Btcod is an exciting and well told fantasy- if it's the first of
a series. It's a frustrating story if there are no further books to answer the
many questions it raises. "Why didn't Akki want anyone to know Sarkkhan is her
father? If she does not want any man to be her master, will she ever return to
Jakkin ?Who is Andru who helps Akki and drove her off in the truck the last time
Jakkin saw her?" and finally, "Does everyone have to be a master or a bonder, as
is implied but also questioned in the story?"--L.H.

PLAYS
Kelly, Tim.

Amq

we..~

A!uny.

Pioneer Drama Service, 1982.

19p.

A take-off of the oopular movie and television series "Private Benjamin."
it is a delightful one-act spoof of women in the military. There are fifteen
characters, all females, and all are fine opportunities for creative roledevelopment. The dialogue, though sometimes corny, is witty over-all. The stage
B+
business is specifically described and adds to the fun. The plot is simple and
6-12 moves quickly. Because there is no change of scene, the set would be easily
decorated and the characters simply costumed. A few army uniforms may be suggested,
but the action is set on a Sunday afternoon, allowing most of the costumes to be
modern civilian dress .
If you have a lot of girls to work with , this play would be a good choice.
Junior high or high school students would be suited for actors or audience.--S .M.
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Kelly, Tifll. L-Utf.e. ,\I.W-6 CfV!-UU.e.. Pioneer Drama Serv1ce.
Lyrics by Ole Kittleson. $60.00 per performance.
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r·1usic by Arne Ch ristiansen.

L.(.,tti.e .\k.~ -~ C~t.<.e. is a Nancy Drew mystery put to music . Christie is a
high school student who is blonde, vivacious, and gorgeous and highly adept at
solving mysteries. This mystery concerns the haunting of the mansion owned by
two old maids who have befriended the students at Christie's school. The students
B
led by Christie solve the mystery leaving the other adults in the dust.
K-12
The book,though slightly predictable near the conclusion,was able t o maintain
sufficient suspense to sustain interest. The music and lyrics seemed silly and
unnecessary. They detract from an already good storyline .
Staging is explicitly described in the book for the inexperienced . The scri pt
calls for a minimum of twenty characters and would be a good junior high or high
school class project.--C.S.
Kelly, Tim.

Ratc~~h~·~ Oaught~t o~

Oeath Valley Oaze..

Pioneer Drama Service , 1982.

The l?a..t~lt~t' ·~ Oa.u.gltte-t OJt Oe.~h Vall.e.y Vaze. intertwines the plight of
Auntie Hush's "broke" orphanage with the mystery of Sweet Lotta Bliss's inheritance.
A little "talky" for a "melodra11111er," the lines and two songs are corny bu t if
B
acted well could be entertaining. Characters include Jack Sunshine, a travel i ng
7-12 salesman hero, Whiplash Snivel, a wheeler dealer swindler villain, and a dumb
female jock-like sheriff. Both acts are set in the orphanage and prop requirements
are typically western, ie., guns, barrel, stools, etc. If you l ike melodramas,
this could be a fun production for junior high and high school st udents to perform
for their peers and families.--C.S .
Parks, Richard D.

C+
3-9

The. Faw 06 L.<.6e..

Pioneer Drama Service, 1981.

34p.

Based on the television series, the play set at Eastland School for girls,
includes the series' main characters and evangelistic messages. The playwright
has combined two episodes into two acts allowing the utilization of several extra
characters, but making the plot more complicated and considerably less lucid than
it might be.
The two acts are divided by four scenes each. Si x out of those eight scenes
are set in different locales, requiring six individual sets and making the play
tedious to stage. One setting is scarcely established when it is suddenly converted
to a new one, causing abrupt interruptions in the story- line.
The humor is good provided you have t he perfect replicas of the television
serjes regulars since the 1ines are '.o~ritten for them and t heir specific personalities. It is an entertaining play to read, but the production shoul d be left
on the television screen.--S.M.

Rosenthal, Pat. The. P-Wt~e.-6.6 aJtd Cite. .\tag.<.~ Pea. Pioneer Drama Service, 1982. Music by
Jack Kocher. Lyrics by Helen T. Corns . Book: $2.75 per copy. ~sical score:
$7.50 per copy. Royalty: $35.00 per performance.

B+
K-9

Although the villains, Witch Zelda and Simon, have a bit more zip than Prince
Peter and Princess Priscilla, this musical play is bright and fast moving. The
characters lend themselves to a lot of creative business and should be fun for
young performers to develop .
Prince Peter and t he J ester set out to search for a real princess. The f uture
of the kingdom depends upon Peter's choice. They come bac k three times with three
different candidates who are put to the test of sleeping on a mattress-stacked bed
with a magic pea slipped underneath them. The third princess proves to be genuine
royalty because she does not sleep well on the bed.
There are seven scenes that require very little in the way of set. Mus i ca l
moments are frequent (perhaps a bit too) but brief. For the most part the lyr ics
are clever and should inspire lively choreography. The music i s pleasant, but
not astounding.
The cast of characters numbers fourteen plus--but several roles can be
combined or eliminated if a smal l er cast is preferred. Dependi ng on the produc tio n,
this musical could appeal to all ages.--J.C.
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